
 

Godrej Appliances protects India’s health - Partners government’s universal immunization 

programme & commissions state of art vaccine refrigerators and freezers worth Rs. 95 Cr. 

Wins prestigious tender under the pan India programme by Ministry of Health & Family Welfare. 

Mumbai, 2nd November 2020: Godrej Appliances, leading Indian appliances manufacturer, is all set to 

commission 11,856 units of state-of-the-art vaccine refrigerators and deep freezers under the Universal 

Immunization Programme by the Ministry of Health & Family Welfare in states across India over the next 6 

months.These advanced medical equipment will be delivered at various state depots across the nation in 22 

locations and will be commissioned at numerous government hospitals, district hospitals and health centers 

strengthening the cold chain for the massive immunization programme run by the Indian Government. The brand 

has recently won the tender worth Rs. 95 Cr for 8767 units of ice-lined medical refrigerators and 3089 units of 

horizontal deep freezers through the bidding process.  

 

Powered by Sure Chill Technology, Godrej medical 

refrigerators help maintain the optimum temperature 

range of 2 to 8 °C - a necessity for vaccine 

preservation and blood storage. This refrigerator 

maintains its temperature even in case of power 

outages for as long as 8-12 days in ambient 

temperatures of 43˚C. In regions without electric 

supply, the equipment can be teamed with solar 

power to deliver the same results. This also includes 

the Lite Series apt for peri-urban and urban areas 

wherein power outage is not a major issue and hence 

it comes with an adequate holdover of 3 days.   

 

On the other hand, Godrej medical freezers with D-cool Technology use D-shaped Copper Refrigerating Tube 

for more surface contact and large heat exchange area for delivering high refrigeration efficiency. It provides 

precision cooling at -20 °C.  

 

Speaking on the announcement, Kamal Nandi, Business Head and Executive Vice President, Godrej 

Appliances said, “We are proud to be a part of one of the largest immunization programs by the Ministry of 

Health & Family Welfare. Immunization has long been the most effective way to fight and eradicate diseases. 

Our Godrej medical refrigerators are equipped to deliver a precision cooling of 4°C at all times despite power 



cuts and is at par with international quality standards, with performance that outclasses most other ILRs. Like all 

Godrej appliances, these are eco-friendly and use 100% CFC, HFC and HCFC free R600A and world’s greenest 

R290 Refrigerant, helping deliver maximum energy-efficiency and ensuring that these don’t harm our 

environment. We are proud to partner the Indian government by strengthening the healthcare cold chain in this 

large-scale endeavor which protects the health of Indian citizens, safeguards our country’s current and future 

generations and helps build a robust nation and economy.” 

 

Jaishankar Natarajan, Associate Vice President and Head - New Business Development, Godrej 

Appliances further added “Vaccines exposed to either more than 8°C or less than 2°C lose potency and this 

results in significant losses both in human terms – the end-user does not get proper immunization 

and economic – government has to discard costly vaccines at zero salvage value. A Ministry of Health and 

Family Welfare (MoHFW) report indicated a lack of adequate power supply (from extended/frequent power 

failures) as one of the key challenges for last-mile immunization infrastructure in India. Our range of 

technologically advanced medical refrigerators and freezers help maintain the ideal temperature for vaccines 

even at an ambient temperature of 43 °C and despite power cuts, making it a perfect companion for such vaccine 

outreach programs. Godrej is well placed in the medical cold chain category given its expertise in refrigeration 

over the years, its portfolio spanning medical refrigerators and deep freezers both and its widespread service 

network. Both these products are being manufactured in India. Together with the government and health 

workers, we are determined to provide last mile immunization, in line with the Indian government’s objective of 

quality healthcare to all.” 

 

Health Facilities across several underdeveloped and developing countries are spread over large remote 

geographies, often inaccessible, making service delivery a challenge. The service arm of the brand, Godrej 

SmartCare, assumes critical importance here and is committed to 48-hour call closures in urban centers and 72 

hours in rural centers. Backed by the assurance of spares availability, a wide service network with over 660 

service centers, more than 4500 app-enabled Smart Buddy technicians, a 24 x 7 call center with linguistic 

capability of up to 14 regional languages to cater to India’s diversity and supported by the longest holdover time 

in the product, this translates into reassuring ‘always on’ performance and no fear of wastage when it comes to 

precious health care resources like vaccines.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



About Godrej Appliances  

Godrej Appliances, a business unit of the highly diversified Godrej & Boyce Mfg. Co. Ltd., is one of the leading players in 

the Home Appliances space in India. In 1958, Godrej was the first Indian Company to manufacture Refrigerators and has 

now become synonymous with the category. The brand has Pan India presence with 100+ Exclusive Brand Outlet, 200+ 

Preferred brand outlets, and over 23000 dealer and retailer outlets, backed up by wide service network having over 660 

service centers and more than 4500 Smartbuddy technicians. Godrej Appliances is known for delighting its consumers with 

innovative, relevant and green technologies. The brand has created many milestones in the Indian appliance space – be it 

in the environment and energy efficiency space, including the launch of the first green AC in the world (2012) with R290 

refrigerant (Ozone Depletion Potential and Minimum Global Warming Potential) , the launch of the first green refrigerator in 

India (2001) with 0 CFC, HFC and HCFC, the launch of the first 5-star range of refrigerators (2008), the launch of the first 

inverter AC in India (2005), the first refrigerator with 6 Star Performance (2012) or for delivering greater consumer delight 

with the launch of Godrej Medical Refrigerators(2015) powered by Sure Chill Technology - specialised refrigerators 

designed to address the key need of providing precise cooling for temperature-sensitive life-saving supplies, Godrej Edge 

Duo – India’s first single door refrigerator with a separate veggie drawer(2017), Godrej Eon Front Load washing machine 

with Allergy Protect Technology(2017) or India’s most environment-friendly Chest Freezers(2017) or QUBE, a food and 

beverage cooler, powered by thermoelectric cooling technology that cools but does not freeze(2018) Godrej Air Coolers 

India’s first Air Cooler range with Inverter Technology (2020), or the latest among all – UV-C technology-based Godrej 

VIROSHIELD 4.0 that guarantees 99%+ disinfection against COVID 19 and other pathogens. 

In recognition for its efforts, the brand has been conferred with many prestigious awards and honours such as the Jury 

Commendation For Role Model Organisation 2019' along with the ‘CII-EXIM Bank Award’ for Business Excellence (2019), 

National Energy Conservation Award for refrigerators, 3 years in a row by Bureau Of Energy Efficiency-Govt. Of India (2019, 

2018, 2017), India Design Mark Award for Godrej Edge Pro Semi-Automatic Washing Machine (2019), “Green Factory 

Platinum” Certification (Mohali Plant) By IGBC (2019), Reader’s Digest Trusted Brand-Gold (2006, 07, 08, 09, 10, 12, 13, 

15, 16, 17, 19), Best-in-class Innovative New Cold Chain Project for Chest Freezers by Future Supply Chain (2018), Golden 

Peacock Award For Eco-Innovation (ACs -2016), India’s Most Admired Brand Award by White Page International (2016-

17), Asia’s Most Promising Brand Award by WCRC (2015 & 2016), Economic Times’ Best Corporate Brand Award (2016), 

Economic Times’ Promising Brand Award (2015) and many more.  

 

Both the manufacturing units of Godrej Appliances’ - in Shirwal near Pune and Mohali became the first manufacturing units 

in the country to be honoured with the coveted Platinum Plus Green Co certification for their efforts in green manufacturing 

(2019). Godrej’s focus on balancing consumer needs with the environmental cause has enabled the organization to redefine 

the technology landscape in the appliances industry – to the delight of both the consumer and the environment. 

 

To learn more visit : https://www.godrej.com/godrej-appliances 
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For further information, please contact:  

Kapil Kulkarni kapil.kulkarni@adfactorspr.com   +91 98202 03787 

Farhad Ali   farhad.ali@adfactorspr.com   +91 90223 51286 
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